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ABSTRACT 
 

Based on the clustering methods such as centroid based, distribution based and density based clustering. Cluster 

includes groups in with small distance among the cluster members. The performance of student‟s multilevel of 

optimization formulated by using clustering. In centroid based clustering, clusters are represented by a central vector. 

The number of clusters is fixed to k, k-means clustering gives a formal definition as an optimization problem. The 

clustering model most closely related to statistics is based on distribution model. Experiments attempts to improve 

the accuracy by using the method of data mining using weak Tool.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The main objective of primary education institutes is to 

provide quality education to its students and to improve 

the quality of managerial decisions. One way to achieve 

highest level of quality in primary education system is 

by discovering knowledge from educational data to 

study the main attributes that may affect the students‟ 

performance [5]. The discovered knowledge can be used 

to offer a helpful and constructive recommendations to 

the academic planners in primary  education institutes or 

School  to enhance their decision making process, to 

improve students‟ academic performance and trim down 

failure rate, what is the basic Reason, and how   to better 

understand students‟ behavior, to assist instructors, to 

improve teaching and many other benefits Improved 

educational data mining uses many techniques such as 

centroid based, and density based clustering. Cluster 

includes group with small distance among the cluster of 

Group members. 

 

 

 

 

 

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL 
 

Clustering Algorithm: 

 

Data Clustering is unsupervised and statistical data 

analysis technique. It is used to classify the same data 

into a homogeneous group of primary school students it 

is used to operate on a large data-set to discover hidden 

pattern and relationship helps to make decision quickly 

and efficiently. Cluster analysis is used to break down a 

large set of data into subsets called clusters. Each cluster 

is a collection of data objects that are similar to one 

another. They are placed within the same cluster but are 

dissimilar to objects in other clusters. Following 

algorithms are used in education mining in Clustering.  

 

1. K-Mean Clustering Algorithm: 

K-Means is a non-hierarchical clustering method that 

seeks to partition the data into the form of one or more 

clusters [3, 8]. This method partitions the data into 

clusters so that the data having the same characteristics 

are grouped into one cluster and the data that have 

different characteristics grouped into another cluster. In 

general, K-Means algorithm is as follows: 
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1.  If prev-grade=C, school type = private  

  School- area= urban and attendance=irregular then 

final-grade=low. 

2. If prev-grade=B, school type = private 

School- area = rural and attendance=regular then final-

grade= B 

3.If prev-grade=A, , school type = private,  

School- area= urban and attendance=regular , then final-

grade=A  

4.If prev-grade=B, , school type = government ,  

School- area= urban and attendance=regular, then final-

grade=A  

5.If prev-grade=B, school type = government 

School- area = rural and attendance=regular then final-

grade= B 

 Primary school academic performance is measured by 

internal and external assessment, attendance, school type 

and area of school. External assessments are previous 

grade and final current grade. So, by taking the 

assessment and previous exam grade and by using data 

clustering technique, we can predict what will be the 

final grade of a student the proposed models try to 

identify/find out the weak students before final school 

exam in order to save them from serious harm. Teachers 

can take appropriate steps at the right time to improve 

the performance of primary students in final exam or 

next exam. 

 

2. Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm: 

Expectation Maximization Algorithm (EM-clustering) is 

used to cluster the given data. An EM algorithm is a 

mixture based algorithm that finds maximum likelihood 

estimates of parameters in probabilistic models. In our 

student primary education case, we used EM-clustering 

to group students according to their performance [7, 8]. 

It gives Mean of each cluster for each primary attribute. 

Using these results we can divide students into groups 

and guide them according to their previous Result, 

School Type and school attendance. Expectation 

Maximization Algorithm in educational data mining. It 

showed how useful data mining can be in primary 

education particularly to improve student performance. 

We used students' data from database result 

improvement. We collected all available data including 

their usage of our proposed area study of Betul District. 

We applied data mining techniques. Also we clustered 

the student into group using EM-clustering. Finally, 

using outlier analysis, we detected all outliers in the data. 

Each one of this knowledge can be used to improve the 

performance of primary students. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

1. S K-means clustering Algorithm Based on 

Student Attendance: 

 

Here, we have clustered the data based on the attendance 

in School It means that the students in the school are 

regular or irregular. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1 : Applying K-means clustering Algorithm 

Based on Student Attendance 

 

2. Expectation Maximization Algorithm Based on 

Student Attendance 

 

 
 

Figure 1.2 : Applying EM clustering Algorithm Based 

on Student Attendance 

 

Table 1.1 Performance Compression Approach Based on 

Student Attendance- K-Mean and EM Algorithm 

(Accuracy) 

 

 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 incorrect cluster 

K-means 61% 39% 35% 

EM 56% 44% 40% 
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Figure 1.3 : Performance Compression Approach Based 

on Student Attendance- K-Mean and EM Algorithm 

(Accuracy) 

 

data objects as initial centroids and applying the k-

means algorithm and EM Algorithms  we obtain the 

following results from the student data set consisting of 

442 students.35 percentages of the and 40 percentages 

students incorrect cluster  category  , cluster 2 ,39 

percentages of the students  and 44 percentages cluster 2  

category of (Highest percentage of Grade, Medium 

attendance in percentages), 22in  percentages of the 

students fall in the category of (Medium percentage of 

Grade, Highest attendance in percentages) 61 

percentages of the students attendance and 56 

percentages attendance of student cluster 1 the category 

of (highest  percentage of grade , highest  attendance in 

percentages). Analyze the problem of students and 

overcome the lacking points so that the students can 

perform well than what they are performing after 

attending most of the usual classes‟ attendance. Now, 

the second group of students requires proper attention of 

the faculty which motivates them to attend the classes 

and time to time mentoring. 
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